Pro Tack Plus is an advanced formula granular tackifier designed for use in any hydromulcher/hydroseeder as a slicking and tacking agent.

At A Glance

- Compatible with any hydroseeding machine
- Compatible with all fiber and mulch products, paper, blend or wood
- Loads and mixes easily
- Resealable bottle reduces waste
- Slicks material for longer pump life
- Superior holding power
- Improves mulch color

Recommended Uses:

For slicking and tacking Paper, Wood or Blend products

- Pro Tack plus aids in the discharge of the slurry in tower and hose applications by reducing friction in the pump and lines
- After application Pro Tac Plus will form a tacky surface binding the mulch to itself and the soil.
- Recommended Rates are 3lbs of tack/acre of application or 1oz/900sqft. Higher Rates up to 6lbs/acre can be used on steep slope applications.

For Tacking Blown Straw

- Pro Tack Plus can be used in combination with Paper Mulch to adhere blown straw to the soil.
- Recommended Rates are 3lbs of Pro Tack Plus and 200lbs of fiber mulch per 800 gallons of water to tack 1 acre of straw. Additional mulch may be added in very windy or sloped conditions.

Bare Soil Application

- Pro Tack can be used as a stand alone product for temporary stabilization of dirt stock piles or slopes.
- Recommended rate of 9lbs of Pro Tack Plus in 1,000 gallons of water to treat approx. 1 acre of surface area
- Reapply as needed. Longevity varies with soil types and weather conditions.